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Taylor's Recipe
by Steve Mortland

As you spend time on Taylor's campus (or read through i
material) three themes will consistently stand out:

jr's

Relentless Discovery
Intentional Community
Global Engagement

OKAY.. I HAVE A CONFESSION TO MAKE.
I love the Food Network.Yep... that's right... next to ESPN... I am
a Food Network junkie. It started with my weird fascination with
the original Japanese version of Iron Chef and has gotten to the
point that I can watch reruns of Chopped even when I know the
outcome.
While I thoroughly enjoy the competition aspect of these shows,
I am continually amazed to see how talented chefs can take
the same essential ingredients and produce incredibly different
outcomes, just by combining and treating them each differently.
This isn't that different from colleges. Each college has a recipe
for how it lives out its calling. Many of the ingredients are similarstudents, faculty, facilities, books... you can almost imagine a master
chef working on the educational recipe:
1. Start with 200 highly trained faculty
2. Mix in 2000 students
3. Stir liberally
4. Bake for four years (or five or six)
So what is the recipe for the Taylor experience? That's a
fundamentally important question as you begin your college
QParrr
ph. What makes Taylor unique?
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More than mere buzzwords, these three ingredients at
:he
"secret sauce" of theTaylor experience.Taylor is committer!
an
unrelenting pursuit of learning. In all we do, we believe th r the
essential purpose of the college experience is to discover
:h...
in the classroom, in the residence hall, in chapel, at the Jure: ing
Bean. Learning is not only an expectation of the classroor t is
part of all we do. And we don't do it alone! We are conv ed
that it is within the context of intentional and purp
ful
community that we truly learn. We need each other to
h,
challenge, encourage and prompt us to embrace this reler ss
pursuit. Faculty are more than dispensers of information;the
~e
guides who have been down the path before and are still le ; ng
and discovering with you. Friends are not competition for gr is,
but other voices and perspectives that add to the richne
discovery.These voices and perspectives are enriched byTa
s
commitment to infusing the community with a global perspe- .e.
Every year hundreds ofTaylor students have significant over is
experiences designed to challenge perceptions and enlarge air
view of God's kingdom.These students then return to theT or
community to season the conversation with new ideas t lat
launch us to greater depths of discovery.
I'd love you to take some time to visit us see how our recipe
tastes to you! C^>

LETTER FROM THE VP

Steve Mortland, class of 1985, graduated with a degree in
Psychology. Currently, Steve serves as the Vice President of
Enrollment Management and Marketing at Taylor University.

THEIR NEED OUR MISSION

IS IT YOURS?
Public Health at Taylor

"For too long there

Taylor will launch a Public Health major Fall
2012, offering two tracks that focus on health
issues — urban and international. The program
will be interdisciplinary in nature with classes
being offered within the areas of science, social
work, economics, psychology and others.

has been a focus on

Public Health steps beyond diseases, drugs, or
even such classic public health issues as clean
water or vaccinations, preparing you for careers
such as:
• Health Ethicist
• Epidemiologist
• Public Health Lawyer
• Relief Worker
• Management Policy Advisor
• Legislative Policy Advisor
• International HIV Specialist
• Community Advocate
• Corporate Medical Director
• Behavior Scientist
• Health Educator
• Tropical Disease Specialist

treatment of diseases
mainly as they happen
and, to be blunt, it's
expensive. It's much
more effective to take a
preventative approach
and look at helping
people be healthy."

Learn More
Contact your admissions counselor today to
see how a major in public health can help you
fulfill your calling to serve.

Dr. Mark Biermann
Dean of the School of
Natural and Applied
Sciences
facebook

800.882.3456

JOIN THE DISCUSSION AT:
facebook.com/tayloruniversity

Admissions Office

236 West Reade Avenue

Upland, Indiana 46989
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MY LIFE REVOLVES AROUND

CHOCOLATE MILK.
by Mary K. Smith

THANKS TO CHOCOLATE MILK, I'm racking up frequent flyer miles and hotel points. I've driven to six
grocery stores today looking for a certain brand of chocolate milk and proceeded to buy out Target's
pint-sized supply. I spend a good chunk of each day persuading media professionals to tout chocolate milk.
I've had four media interviews in the last 48 hours that centered around the stuff, and if you were to check
my last two months worth of tweets, they'd likely all revolve around this tasty beverage.
Naturally, most days I feel like my life revolves around chocolate milk. But I have to keep reminding myself:
it doesn't
About six months after I graduated, I landed a position in Washington, D.C. as a public relations intern for a
think tank that advocates for racial justice on a structural level. I couldn't have written a more perfect job
description for myself if I tried. One week before my start date, I received word that internal restructuring
would no longer allow for me to intern there.
My idealist's heart recoiled, and I convinced myself I'd never find a meaningful job.
The same day, a Chicago PR agency emailed me to set up an internship interview. I had applied for the
internship months before, and they had just pulled my resume for review. Despite the uncanny timing, I
refused to get excited. My dreams and identity were set on moving to D.C., and I couldn't imagine ever
finding purpose elsewhere.
The weeks that followed were burdensome. Self-worth and purpose became strangers; self-pity, a
possessive friend.
Realization: there's a difference between what you know and what you believe. I know the Lord gives us
what we need. I know He both reveals and withholds opportunities to provide the absolute best for us. I
know He sees the long-term, when I see the short-term. I know He cares as much about the means as the
end result.
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Mar/ K. Smith, class of 2010, studied Media Communications with a concentration in
Public Relations. She currently works in Chicago, IL for global PR agency Weber Shandwick
on the national "Got Milk?" campaign.

But in the flurry of post-graduation transition, I chose to believe otherwise.
I chose to let circumstances define me. I chose to let my identity stem from
my career or seeming lack thereof.

«

Chocolate milk might
pay my bills and dictate
my deadlines, but it's the
Lord's work in me that
defines me.
After interviews in both Chicago and D.C., I received an offer for an
internship at the Chicago PR agency (at which I still work). Given the
circumstances, I took on the "something is better than nothing" mentality,
and accepted the offer Little did I know how much the Lord would use this
opportunity to teach me.
I transitioned to a full-time position three months into my internship.The
last six months in the agency world have been developing, challenging,
stretching, and at times discouraging. I've come to know the Lord differently
in this season than I ever have before. I'm learning to trust that the Lord
will work through me, despite my inadequacies, to further His name and
make an impact for His Kingdom. I'm discovering that I've often placed my
self-worth in what I do, rather than who I am in Christ. I have to remind
myself that my identity is not defined by the nature of my work, but by the
diligence and integrity with which I approach it.
So, chocolate milk might pay my bills and dictate my deadlines, but it's the
Lord's work in me that defines me.
And for that, I'm grateful, b

REFUEL
with chocolate
got milk?"

MILK

The National "got milk?"® Refuel with Chocolate Milk Tour is visiting endurance events across
the country to encourage refuel their bodies with lowfat chocolate milk. Lowfat chocolate milk
is a natural choice for recovery and has been scientifically shown to refuel and rebuild muscles
after strenuous exercise.

For more information on the Refuel with Chocolate Milk Tour, visit

www.refuelwithchoccolatemilkcom.

Total Number of Taylor students: approximately 1,900

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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SCHEDULE A VISIT

IJSSSS"*-

Welcome!
• As your arrive on campus, come to the Helena Memorial Hall.The Admissions Office is located at the top
of the large concrete steps facing campus.
• Take a picture of your name on our chalkboard wall as you come in the door!

Chapel
• Come on a Monday,Wednesday, or Friday to experience chapel at 10 am.
• Make sure to really sing... worship is amazing!

Campus Tour
• The CREW members walk backwards so you can hear them as you walk. Be sure to keep up, but if you
walk too fast, you may step on their feet.
• Tell the CREW members your areas of interest and they'll point out important spots for you.
• Ask lots of questions!

s Counselor

In the Dining Commons
• Feel free to explore and eat as much as you want!
• Ask a student about their favorite DC creation (like an Oreo-Mocha-Milkshake) and try to make it!

In a Classroom

it

• Plan to sit in on a class - work with the Admissions Office to figure out which classes fit your interests.
• Meet with a professor and ask questions about their department.

Financial Aid Seminar
• Laugh at all of Ken Taylor's jokes... he needs all the encouragement he can get!
• This is the time to learn more about the Financial Aid process and get some of your questions answered.

One-on-One Meeting
• This one-on-one time with your admissions counselor helps us consider you for specific scholarships and

Visit,

special programs.
• Relax and be yourself! It's an informal time that allows your counselor to get to know you better.

^what

any

The Scoop
• This informal time with one of our student interns gives you insight into their personal experience as a
TU student.
• Listen to their stories and ask lots of questions... we don't want you to leave campus without the answers
you need!

Overnight
•
•
•
•

Plan on staying overnight in a residence hall either the night before or after your visit day.
Ask about the residence hall's specific traditions.
Go to events with your overnight hosts... they know what's going on around campus!
Visit each of the residence halls and ask the front desk worker to see a room.

Free Stuff!
• Check out the Campus Store, located in the Student Union, and pick up your free gift as a thank you for
visiting our campus!
• When you choose a gift, we'll donate a portion of its cost to a ministry started by a Taylor alum.
• While you're in the Student Union, get something to drink at the Jumping Bean, our campus coffee shop.

What ministries can I be a part of?
Taylor World Outreach (TWO) is an organization that equips students to serve and minister
on campus, in the local community, and around the world.

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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J.R. Briggs, class of 2001, was a double major in Christian Educational Ministries and
Biblical Literature. He is currently the lead pastor and cultural cultivator of The Renew
Community in Lansdale, PA, where he lives with his wife, Megan, and three-year old son,
Carter. Check out his blog at www.jrbriggs.com.

There were many elements of community I experienced at
Taylor, but I want to share the three that have been most
significant:

I

Academic Community — learning with others

I learned to study well and allow myself to be challenged
intellectually. I learned to love God with all my mind from caring
professors and thoughtful students. I was a Christian Educational
Ministries and Biblical Literature major and use what I learned
still to this day, ten years later In fact, I am now teaching our two
ministry apprentices at our church material that I learned in my
Christian Education classes.

by J.R. Brings

*

Relational Community - building life-long friendships that
' marked me deeply

WHEN IWASVISITINGTAYLOR as a prospective student in the
fall of 1996, my parents and I had lunch with two students who
worked in the admissions office. I still remember their names:
Andy Rowell and Colleen Kendrick, both were juniors at the time.
Andy played on the baseball team and was a Christian Education
major and Colleen was a pre-med majorThey mentioned a term
over lunch I had never heard before: "an ethos of intentional
community."
I remember thinking, What in the world does that mean?

My time in the residence hall played a significant role in
experiencing community. This happened in the unplanned
late-night conversations with friends, my PA and my DC. I
experienced it on pick-a-dates where I was able to interact with
students I might not ever get to know in other settings. And I
recognized its importance in my life the night before each new
semester began. My roomate Dan Bubarand I would spend some
time that night praying that God would prepare the way before
us and that we would honor Him in the months to come.
Spiritual Community - the biblical 'one another's' and learning

Now it is a bit of a buzz word, but at the time I don't think
anyone else was talking about this. Andy explained that at Taylor
"we purposefully, proactively desire to create an environment
where deep and meaningful life relationships and connection are
cultivated." They described the ways and means that this was
lived out on campus through the Life Together Covenant, brother
and sister wings, chapel, confronting sin using the Matthew 18
principle, and the design of community spaces like the dining
commons. All of this sounded amazing, but then I remember

I grew through my Tuesday night accountability with three friends.
And I can honestly say that no physical building in my adult life has
had a greater impact on my spirituality than Rediger Auditorium,

thinking, What do you do in the middle of the cornfields? Am I going

Christian community is not self-serving.

what it means to be the Church

where I experienced chapel three times a week
But I also learned that this idea of Biblical and intentional

to be bored here?
And by the way, if you've thought this, it's okay. In fact, every
freshman coming to college wonders if they'll be bored. But there
were times where I was so involved in things that I wished I had
more time to be bored! When I graduated I realized that healthy,
biblical community can occur anywhere, at any time with a group
of people who are committed to living life together

Scholars have a fancy phrase that they use called TRINITARIAN
THEOLOGY:theTrinity (Father,Son and Holy Spirit) modeled this
for us in their relationship with one another In theTrinity there is
perfect unity in relationship. It is formed with intention and purpose.
But not for itself - theTrinity operates in love. This agape love,
self-giving, self-donating love, is the model for us of a healthy
relationship. As Christians, we try to imitate this relationship not perfectly, but faithfully.

Speaking of community, the story of my interaction with Andy didn't
end there. When I was a freshman at Taylor and he was a senior;
Andy ended up discipling me once a week over lunch in the
dining commons.Today he's studying for his Doctorate at Duke
Divinity School and he writes for Christianity Today online. I am
privileged to say that we are still in touch to this day. I had never
been around 18-22 year olds that actually wanted to be involved
in such healthy community and involved in each other's lives.
They wanted it. It was contagious.

•

*

I love that after experiencing four years of academic, relational
and spiritual community on campus, the day I graduated from
Taylor I received my diploma and a towel as a symbol of serving
and washing feet as Jesus has modeled for us.
If community is self-serving it may make us feel warm and fuzzy,
but it makes very little meaningful difference in the world. The
world is longing to see a group of people who take seriously

Does Taylor use Graduate Assistants (GAs) or Teacher Assistants (TAs) to teach
any classes? No. All of our classes are taught by faculty members. All Taylor Faculty are
required to have or be working on a terminal degree in their area of expertise.

lr

www.taylor.edu/admissions

the call to serve beyond ourselves like Jesus. Authentic, faithful
Christian community forms us, and then sends us out to love

he was healed of his paralysis and his sins were forgiven.You may
notice that there were three groups of community occurring in

others.

the story:

Today I serve as the lead pastor and cultural cultivator ofThe
Renew Community - an almost three year old church plant in
the Philadelphia area. Much of this idea of intentional community
isn't just talked about, but is lived and felt and experienced many
times a week. No perfect people are allowed at our church.

Observers: those who were there to hear Jesus - admirable stuff
for sure.They listened to Him until clumps of dirt began to hit
them on the head as a hole opened up and a man came through

We are bold enough to ask, "What if church could be the place
where we were actually honest ratherthan a place that encouraged
hiding our true selves?" We are about moving people from
spectators to participants who are experiencing God together
We seek to be an ally and an advocate with the community by
meeting with the mayor; city council president, director of the
soup kitchen, and area business leaders to listen and respond to
the needs of our community.We serve at the library and explore
creative endeavors like developing a flourishing weekly Farmers
Market.

the rafters. But there is irony in this story that many of us miss.
What these observers didn't know was that in their pursuit of
Jesus they were actually blocking others (like the paralyzed man)
from also seeing Jesus.They were a part of the problem, but they
didn't know it.
Grumblers: the religious leaders, muttering and complaining that
Jesus even had the authority to forgive sins.They were the critics,
the religious referees, and the moral police officers. They were
ticked at Jesus; and Jesus got ticked at them.
Diggers: those who were willing to pick up the shovel, start

If community is self-serving it may make us feel warm and
fuzzy, but it makes very little meaningful difference in the
world. The world is longing to see a group of people who
take seriously the call to serve beyond ourselves like Jesus.
Authentic, faithful Christian community forms us, and then
sends us out to love others.
We have a couple of mantras:

digging on behalf of their paralyzed friend, and do the painstaking
work of lowering him to Jesus because they believed it was the
only option left. Let me point out a few impressive details.

Life is best lived face to face.
Life has meaning when we live and serve beyond ourselves.
The structure of our entire church operates out of three
overlapping circles: inward, outward, upward.
Ourtimestogetherare known as Renew Gatherings. Our purpose
is "formation for mission." If it's simply formation, we've missed
the point. We're shaped in order to be sent out as missionaries
cleverly disguised as next door neighbors.
A formative passage for me in college - and even today - is
Mark 2. It tells the story of a paralyzed man, lowered through
the roof by four anonymous friends to the feet of Jesus where

MFTANCJIA
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We're never told their names in the story.They were willing to
sacrifice and to do whatever it took to bring people to the feet
of Jesus, at the risk of anonymity.They knew that once their friend
was at the feet of Jesus he would have a life-altering interaction
that would change him forever Then there is this startling
statement in the text that says, "He saw their faith and said,'Your
sins are forgiven.'"
What I found at Taylor — and what we strive to be within our
faith family - is that agents of the kingdom of God are people
of the shovel. There are those who are willing to do whatever it
takes to dig holes in the roof, to do the hard and creative work
of lowering people down to the feet of Jesus.

Are your sports teams NCAA Division II or III?
Neither. Taylor is part of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). The
NAIA is the only athletic organization that is distinguished through "Champions of Character"
and includes the core values of respect, integrity, sportsmanship, servant leadership and

I
What I've learned about community and how it's played out in
my life:

life is best lived face to face. And life is best lived when we live and
serve beyond ourselves - when we dig holes in roofs - as we imitate
Jesus.

Community doesn't just happen. It takes intention and a
proactive approach.

•

Nobody floats into full devotion and commitment to Jesus and
nobody just floats into meaningful relationships either In my
experience, those who have connected most deeply with God
and others do so because they have initiated. It takes effort and
initiation on my part to make community happen.

a

Many talk about community but few actually experience it.

It's fragile, like holding a bird: too loose and it flies away; too hard
and you kill it. It is a rare experience to have people whom you
truly know and who truly know you.
For those of you who get this and are looking for something
similar, please remember this about the process:

We have this example from an outlandishly loving God who
modeled this for us. Who, in great humility and love, picked up a
shovel and dug a hole in the heavens and lowered down His son
to this earth so that we might experience this outlandish love first
hand. He gave beyond Himself to us, His creation. And He invited
us to have life-altering interactions in His presence because He
knew that life is best lived face to face. And He invites us to
imitate this example. My understanding of community is this:

We're called to be people of the shovel
who stand shoulder to shoulder with others
who are also digging
to create experiences that go far beyond
their own selves in order to live for others.
And when we do that, that is life best lived, d

1t Community is messy.
krs

Community sounds like a great idea until you have to be involved
in the tough stuff. You can't love the idea of community more
than people.
'Those who love their dream of a Christian community more than the
community itself become destroyers of it even though their personal
intentions may be ever so honest, earnest, and sacrificial.'
- Bonhoeffer "Life Together"

It's only when you are vulnerable that you grow.

Jon Cavanaugh, a member of Taylor's Residence Life staff, said
this to me as a student: "When I am vulnerable with others,
those relationships always grow.This means I'm required to have
courage and to risk if I am to have any authentic relationships on
a level beyond the weather and sports."

When I was a senior at Taylor I met a freshman named Brian.

Brian has Cerebral Palsey and a significant limp. I kept seeing this
great kid sitting by himself in the next room over and struck up a
conversation with him. I invited him to have lunch with me that
day - and then every week that school year I am still in touch with
Brian today. He graduated from Taylor and is a school teacher in
Tennessee. I never would have known how to disciple Brian
except for what I learned from Andy when I was a freshman and
he was a senior

» responsibility. These values and the mission of the NAIA closely align with the mission of
Taylor University. Being a member of the NAIA allows us to give athletic aid, requires stricter
academic standards, and allows for more contact between coaches and players in the off season.
Our athletic teams would compete favorably with many teams in both NCAA divisions.

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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EICHUNG AQUATICS WING AND LAP POOL

OPEN FOR STUDENT USE
The two-lane lap pool is one of the highlights ofTaylor's
most recent building projects
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FORTHE FIRSTTIME INTAYLOR'S HISTORY students are exchanging their thick
winter jackets, gloves and knee high snow boots for swimsuits.
The Eichling Aquatic Wing is now open for business after several months of
construction. The two-lane lap pool opened early on Monday morning, January
31 .just in time for students to change into their swimsuits and take their morning
swim.
"When I heard Taylor was going to have a pool I got excited and wanted to apply
right away," said senior Lajoya Smith, one of the new student lifeguard supervisors.
"I work in Marion at the YMCA so having a pool close to school was definitely
something I wanted to be a part of."
According to Brad Zarges, the pool's supervisor; the new wing includes the pool,
two changing rooms, a Human Performance Lab, six faculty offices and two large
classrooms.The lap pool, he said, offers the "appropriate size facility to satisfy the
typical demand forthe size ofTaylor University and our community.'The addition is
currently open for students only. Faculty and their spouses will have the opportunity
to purchase a pool membership in early March.
Beginning swimming classes, lifeguard training and water safety instructor courses
are also available to students. Other exercise options including water aerobics
will be available late February or early March.The pool is also currently used for
athletic training and rehabilitation. Angie Fincannon,Taylor's athletic director hopes
that swimming lessons will be made available to the community in the future.
"It's a beautiful facility and we feel very blessed to have it," she said.

As a campus that believes in wellness, we want
to encourage opportunities for students, faculty
and the community to be good stewards of
their bodies in various capacities."
The aquatics wing is a gift from several donors, including Eichling,who was a relative
of a current Taylor student. According to Fincannon, Eichling swam every day and
attributed his swimming to staying healthy throughout his life. He shared his love of
swimming with his family, who saw the need for the pool as a form of wellness.
With her first day as student supervisor under her belt, Erika Hapner cannot wait
forthe opportunities in store.
"It's fun to see people's faces and hear their thoughts about Taylor actually having
a pool now," she said. "I also really appreciate how positive, polite, and compliant
other students have been when the lifeguards need to enforce a rule or explain
the sign-in procedure."
Fincannon couldn't agree more.'l love the opportunity and the potential it provides
for not only exercise for rehabilitation training but for the chances to learn skills
in aquatics," she said. "I think it's a tremendous benefit for the students and the
community who get the opportunity to use it." p

Article first published in the February 4,2011 issue ofThe Echo,
Taylor's student newspaper.

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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of Taylor by spending 24 hours on
our campus. This campus visit will
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by Dash Wieland
I HAVE BEEN TRULY BLESSED to spend half of my college career studying abroad, enjoying a semester in both Ireland and Ecuador While
each trip was unique,they shared one particular trait.In the times immediately preceding each trip, I found myself increasingly nervous for the
massive cultural differences that I felt I was sure to encounter Certainly I was destined to be an outcast, swallowed by an inability to relate.
In reality, what I found in my travels is that the six billion people who inhabit this earth are remarkably similar Buried deep within the mind,
heart, and soul of every human are the basic needs and wants of comfort, safety, love, and hope, and while these wants and needs are
expressed differently in different cultures, they are equivalent the world around.

Let us consider the world our community, be it a tribe in the
remote jungle or our next door neighbor, and let us never forget
that our community is a reflection of our savior, Jesus Christ.
As I write this I am sitting in a small shanty in the middle of the Amazon, and as I watch the children of the Kichwa tribe play in the dirt,
chase dogs, and run around on their mother's heels, I can't help but notice the similarities between all humans.There are, however, some
major differences between the Latin American and United States cultures. Most glaring perhaps is the shift of focus from the individual to
the community in Latin America. A simple week in a Latin country would suffice to show the massive difference in this particular aspect of
life, and indeed, it affects every facet of their culture. From the preparation of food to the way the government is run, they are focused on
the success of the whole, rather than the individual.
Now this is not to suggest that selfishness and the like are non-issues in these countries, but rather to point out the difference that a
small shift in a mindset makes. This shift of viewpoint becomes interesting when noticing that community is a quite a buzz-word at Taylor
University, and in the Christian world as a whole. It seems as though not a day passes wherein the word "community" is not spoken on our
campus, or used as the topic of a sermon, or utilized in the name of a new church.The question that remains however is what, exactly, this
community is.
If given a blank sheet of paper and asked to define community, what would you write? It seems as though its near constant use has cast
the meaning into obscurity, and it is difficult to place exactly what we are referring to when we use it.The dictionary defines it as follows:
"a social, religious, occupational, or other group sharing common characteristics or interests and perceived or perceiving itself as distinct in
some respect from the larger society within which it exists." But surely we mean something more when using this word to describe our
lives and faith.
Originally derived from the Latin communitas (cum,"with/together" + munus,"gift"), it certainly refers to the fact that we as Christians spend
large amounts of time together; sharing love, life, and faith. We have similar desires and goals, and we commit our lives to the same cause.
Nevertheless, these commonalities are not sufficient to define the word with which we describe ourselves.This is where I believe we can,
and should, take a cue from Latin culture and specifically their lack of self importance.
With this in mind I suggest a new definition for community: "A complete and utter death to self." Imagine Taylor University, or
your home church, or even your family, if this was the way that community was treated, if no one thought of himself before
another The world would be taken by storm in a sweeping groundswell of service and selflessness. This is perhaps extreme,
but life is too short to live in the median. So let us be extreme, committed not only to the goal of glorifying God, but to furthering the
Church as well. Dedicated to the well-being of the body, even at the cost of our own discomfort or personal success.
Let us not forget that our community does not end at the borders of our campus, at the doors of our church, or our city limits, and is not
confined to those who share our home or our faith. Let us consider the world our community, be it a tribe in the remote jungle or our next
door neighbor; and let us never forget that our community is a reflection of our savior; Jesus Christ.

Dash Wieland,class of 2013, is a Psychology major from Fort Wayne, Indiana. He's on
a quest to visit 50 countries and all seven continents before he turns thirty. And he
applied to be a part of the first manned mission to Mars.
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by Drew Neuenschwander
EACH SPRING, THE GLOBAL OUTREACH CABINET through Taylor World Outreach publishes a prayer calendar for students involved in a summer
of service. While many Taylor students are involved in various ministries and mission work, not all of them involve international travel or are operated
by a para church organization. Summer of service is more about the mindset that goes with the ministry. Here is one great example:
My name is Drew Neuenschwander; and I'm a sophomore Professional Writing majorThis summer I'll be working at a potato chip factory
back home. Now, that may not sound like a service project, but in my time atTaylor I've learned that God calls us to service no matter where
we find ourselves for the summer - India or Indiana. In my past two years at the factory (last year especially), I've tried to approach my
"normal" job with an engagement mentality - not unlike that of the mission ventures that many of my friends will be tackling this summer
Last summer I organized a prayer chain at the factory that grew to include more than 50 factory employees. (My original goal had been to
recruit five members, if that gives you any idea of the remarkable ways in which God worked!) Members of The Intense Difference group
function as members of Christ's body in a setting where morale tends to be very low, family situations tend to be broken and Satan is
readily at work In this climate, our prayer chain, The Intense Difference, has been able to come alongside people and point them toward
hope, toward Truth.
God connected our group with dozens upon dozens of needs just this past summer; and I m particularly anxious to pitch into the work
that He has in store for us this year!
I'd like to request prayers that God would empower those representing Him on the factory floor to exhibit His character and to receive
supernatural resilience, grace and strength, despite the fact that we'll be working as much as 72 hours per week. Please pray that God
would soften the hearts of those living in total rebellion against Him, that Satan would be exposed and that theTruth of the Gospel would
reign in the hearts of our coworkers, allowing us to bring a little piece of Heaven — God s Kingdom — to a rather taxing and stressful work
environment.

Drew Neuenschwander, class of 2012, is a Professional Writing major
from Bluffton, Indiana.

It's almost 3 am...

Mountain Dew Cans litter the floor...

Staring at your book through blurry eyes...
Against all reason, you hope that these obscure facts will somehow stick...

You repeat to yourself, I'll never do this again...

CRAMMING.
It's got a bad name. It implies you're unprepared. So why is our High School Summer Honors Program named
CRAM? We know what it is to study for a week and still beg to look over your notes one more time. It's not
always about being unprepared... sometimes the test just matters that much.
It's our desire to provide more than a summer academic program for high school juniors and seniors. We want
you to walk away with not only credits on a transcript but with tools that will help you take this knowledge and
actively engage the world around you.

Plan ahead... CRAM.

CRAM
SUMMER HONORS

Culturally Relevant Academically Meaningful
www.taylor.edu/cram
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Name: Laura Armstrong
Title: Admissions Counselor
Email: lrarmstrong@taylor.edu
Territory: MT,ID, OR.WA.AK, NM.AZ, UT, NV, HI,
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Name: Nathan Chu

Name: Dereck Kamwesa

Title: Counselor for Special Populations

Title: Coordinator of Ethnic and International Recruitment

Email: nathan_chu@taylor.edu

Email: drkamwesa@taylor.edu

Territory:Transfer students

Territory: FL.TX, CA, international, MK,and TCK students
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FIND YOUR COUNSELOR

Counselors and Territories shown by color.

Name: Sheena Perera

Name: Jorge Burmicky

Title:Admissions Counselor

Title:Admissions Counselor

Email: shperera@taylor.edu

Email: jrburmicky@taylor.edu

Territory: IL, MN.WI, MO

Territory: Ml, IN

Name: Mike Nafziger

Name: Curt Merlau

Title: Admissions Counselor

Title:Admissions Counselor

Email: mike_nafziger@taylor.edu

Email: curt_merlau@taylor.edu

Territory: NY, Rl, CT, MA.VT, NH, ME, NJ, DE,

Territory: IN

MD, OH,VA,VW, PA, NC, SC.AL, GA

0
WHAT IS AN ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR?
An admissions counselor is your personal contact throughout
the application and college selection process. At Taylor,
counselors work with students from specific states. Our goal is
to make this process as smooth as possible. We may talk with
you at a college fair, speak with you on the phone, email with
you, or meet with you during a campus visit. Whatever it is you
need, we are here to serve you! We want to help you determine
ifTaylor is the right fit for you. Admissions counselors at Taylor
are committed to praying for you and your family throughout
this process. If you need anything, contact your counselor today.

Name: Amy Barnett
Title: Director of Admissions

www.taylor.edu/findyourcounselor

Email: ambarnett@taylor.edu
Territory: KY.TN

I2% of our students come from a diverse background
(this includes both American ethnic and international students)

HI

0

Taylor's student body comes from a
total of 45 states and 25 countries

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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Liz Chang, class of 2011, was a double major in Psychology and Biblical Literature, and is
now livin§ 'n

Seattle, WA. She is originally from New York City and while at Taylor lived on
Third West Olson for three years.

»eastcoast
to

westcoast«
by Liz Chang
IF YOU'RE LIKE ME, you probably have a morning routine. And
yes, there are some negotiable items on the list for when we
wake up with only five minutes to get up and run out the door
For class, you probably prefer sitting in the same seat for the
whole semester And when making decisions or approaching a
problem, you probably go through the same thought processes
that you've used in the past. Maybe we're creatures of habit.
Here's a habit of mine: I only apply to two programs.
As a high school senior I applied to two colleges, knowing that
I wanted to attend Taylor University more than the other The
process was hardly different the second time around. I only
applied to two graduate schools,knowing that I wanted to attend
one more than the other. Sure, it was risky to apply to only two
programs. After all, what would I do if they both rejected me?
I guess I thought I would face that problem if it became one.

It wasn't long before I received notification of acceptance to
Fuller's program, and then a couple of weeks later; an invitation
for a group interview day at SPU. With Fuller's acceptance letter
on my shelf, I flew out to Seattle.
I reviewed the personal statement that I had submitted to SPU,
determined to be myself as much as possible, and trusted that
the interviewers knew best whether or not the program would
be a good fit for me. I felt prepared. I had reasons for pursuing
this degree, reasons for choosing SPU, experience with relevant
jobs and leadership positions, opinions on the integration of faith
and therapy, and wanted no less than for them to get to know
me.

I felt prepared...
Then, I stepped
into the room
full of fifty
interviewees.
Then, I stepped into the room full of fifty interviewees.

Maybe that was my exercise of trust in God.

In the summer of 2010,1 interned at the New York Center for
Children (NYCC). NYCC is a non-profit, private organization
that provides free assessment and therapy services to victims of
child abuse. One of my responsibilities was to make follow-up
phone calls with families that had visited the center in the past.

After the welcome and introductory statements, we were sent
to assigned rooms in which we had four group interview sessions.
There were six other people in my group, and a professor and
graduate student pair would rotate in for each session. They
asked personal, professional, and program-related questions.
I remember the question I found most challenging was, "What
type of population would you not want to work with?" Be honest,
be open, and be yourself. Right.

It was not long before I realized that the parents were not very
involved with their child's therapy process. No wonder the mothers
are saying that therapy isn't helping their kids, I thought to myself,
they don't know how to support their children through the process

By the end of the trip, I felt at peace and trusted that God would
guide me through this decision-making process. I also knew that I
wanted to be in Seattle for the next three years of my life.

either.

I wish you could feel the excitement that I feel every time I read
an e-mail from SPU. Of course, the most exciting one told me of
my acceptance to the program. How can I explain my confidence
in the decision I have made, but to say that God has given me the

By the end of the internship, I decided that I would pursue a
Master of Science degree in Marriage and Family Therapy (MS
MFT). As a marriage and family therapist, I will be able to equip
and give therapy to families and couples so that they can support
and empower each other especially when one has a mental or
chronic illness.
Wanting to study under the supervision of professors who have
experience integrating Christianity or spirituality with marriage
and family therapy, I applied to the MS MFT program at Seattle
Pacific University (SPU) and at FullerTheological Seminary.

graduate school desires of my heart?
After growing up in New York City, I moved out to Upland
without knowing a single person who had even heard ofTaylor
before. Looking back on my four years at Taylor; I would not
change a thing. So, here I raise my Ebenezer, here by God's great
help I've come.
Next stop, Seattle! 0

Average SAT Score of our incoming freshman class (Reading and Math): 200
Average ACT Score of our incoming freshman class: 27

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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Freshman Retention Rate 85%
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Ryan Caven, class of 2013, is an International Business major. He is currently
the only Taylor student from the state of Idaho. As part of his job giving tours,
he has walked over 40 miles on Taylor's campus... backwards.

We hear about it in chapel,
our Life Together Covenant gives us the guidelines
on how to live in it,
and visitors who step on campus say they can
sense it in their interactions with students and
faculty.

What is this community?
Why do we need a community?
Where does it come from?
I LEARNED SOME OF THE ANSWERS to these questions a few weeks ago when I had the opportunity to go
down to Indianapolis on a spring break mission trip with twenty other students fromTaylor We went to Shepherd
Community Center a place that provides hope, restoration, and love for children and their families in inner-city
Indianapolis.
One of the leaders of Shepherd is Ryan Brown. Even though he's in charge of church relations, we saw him almost
every day working with the kids and their families. I was amazed when I found out that he lived only a mile away
from Shepherd. He could have easily separated his life into two parts, dividing his "personal" life from his "service"
life. I was even more surprised to learn that every other worker lived right in the area, serving alongside each other
pouring out their lives into the people of the area. That s really amazing to me that they chose to do that. They
don't live in the greatest houses or in the nicest area of town. However, they know that the best way to love these
people is to live right with them.
That's true community right there. Even in the few interactions I observed, I saw again and again that connection
that reminded me of what I'm experiencing atTaylorThey've integrated their lives with each other and the people
whom they are serving, creating an inseparable bond that is held together by their love for one another and for
God. Not only that, through this community they've provided a model for the people whom they are serving, as
well as a support system for one another
Community doesn't happen on its own. Just like the phrase says, it's intentional. We love each other because
we choose to. As an International Business major, I may never work in a place like Shepherd. But I do know that
community is possible and that it thrives outside ofTaylor Community at Taylor has taught me what it means to live
as one with my brothers and sisters in Christ. Community at Shepherd has taught me what it means to bring love
and relationships to those who have none.
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I'm so thankful that I had an opportunity to experience this community at Shepherd, and I'm so thankful that I
am a part of the community at Taylor I remember walking into Morris Hall as a freshman for the first time. I was
scared beyond words. But I was immediately loved by the people around me, and these people have become my
brothers and sisters.
After I graduate, I'm going to missTaylor's community. However; wherever I end up, as long as I am intentional about
investing in other people's lives, I know God will bring other like-minded people into my own life.I will never regret
taking five minutes to pray for someone or regret that I spent an evening with a group of friends discussing how
God has been working in our lives. Community is a beautiful thing, and I'm so thankful that God has blessed me in
allowing me to be apart of it through Shepherd andTaylor ^

What are the requirements for admission to Taylor?
Because Taylor makes its admissions decisions based on the whole person, we do not have minimum
admissions requirements. Our application takes into consideration not only academics but also extra
curricular activities, recommendations, and the personal essay about a student's relationship with Christ

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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I'm taking credits at a different college right now.
Who do I talk to about transferring credits?
The Office of the Registrar works with student transcripts
to determine which credits are transferrable. You can

The School of Liberal Arts offers exciting opportunities

Thomas G. Jones, Ed.D

for you to study the people and cultures of the world that God has created and to develop
a deeper understanding of the work to which He is calling you through courses that
explore language, artistic expression, cultural values and beliefs, and social and political
organizations. You will find that our faculty and staff are deeply committed to helping
you prepare to fully engage the world beyond Taylor. International study experiences and
exciting co-curricular projects will help you connect with the world and develop effective
strategies to apply knowledge, skills and Christian faith in real life situations.

Dean of the School of Liberal Arts
thjones@taylor.edu

Art

Economics

Media Communication

Political Science

2D Studio
3D Studio
Art
Art Education
Graphic Design
Photography
Studio Art

Developmental Economics
Economics

Audio Production
Film Production
Media Production
Media Writing
Public Relations

Political Science
Pre-Law

Biblical Studies /
Christian Educational
Ministries / Philosophy
Applied Missions
Biblical Languages
Biblical Literature
Christian Educational Ministries
Ethics
Intercultural Studies / Missions
Philosophy
Youth Ministry

Communication Arts
Communication Studies
Corporate Communication
Relational Communication
Theatre Arts

English
English - Creative Writing
English - Literature
English Education

Geography
History
African, Asian & Latin
American Studies
Christian World Missions
European Studies
French Language & Literature
History
International Studies
Middle East Studies
Peace, Justice & Reconciliation
Social Studies Education
Spanish Language & Literature
World Literature
World Politics & Economics

Web Communication

Modern Languages
French
French Education
Spanish
Spanish Education

Music

Psychology
Psychology
Psychology / Pre-Medicine

Sociology
Family Studies
Policy Studies
Sociology
Sociological Studies
Urban Studies

Applied Music
Church Music Ministries
Composition
Instrumental Performace
Keyboard Pedagogy
Music
Music Education
Music / Management
Music / Marketing
Music /Theatre Arts
Piano Performance
Vocal Performance

•

, •*

J play an instrument - what ways can I get involved
on campus?
One of the advantages of coming to a liberal arts university
such as Taylor is that you do not have to be a Music major
to be involved in music. These opportunities include vocal
ensembles, instrumental ensembles, and private lessons.
Students also have the opportunity to lead worship as part of
a chapel band and perform during our many student-produced
shows like Nostalgia Night.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
IN EACH DEPARTMENT
AS OF 201 I

>:> contact them at registrar@taylor.edu or 800.882.3456. If you have taken
college credits after graduating from high school, you are considered a transfer
student and can contact Nate Chu, the Transfer Admissions Counselor, at

nathan_chu@taylor.edu.
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Will I be assigned an academic advisor or someone
who will help me know what classes to take?
Every student is assigned an academic advisor who is a faculty
member in their major course of study. For students who have

Programs within the School of Natural & Applied Sciences
will guide students as they learn the foundational principles of a range of fields in both
the pure and applied sciences. Our programs also provide students with an excellent
background in the mathematical, computational, and systems analysis methodologies that
are the basis for so much of modern science and engineering. While programs within
the School are committed to the discovery and teaching of the fundamental nature of
Creation, our programs also prepare students to apply this knowledge to critical issues
facing our world today.

Mark L. Biermann, Ph.D
Dean of the School of Natural
& Applied Sciences
mlbiermann@taylor.edu

Biology
Biology
Biology Science Education
Biology / Pre-Medicine

Chemistry &
Biochemistry
nemistry
.hemistry/ Biochemistry
. nemistry / Pre-Medicine
Ihemistry Education
...hemistry / Environmental
Science
:'i iysical Science Education /

Computer Science &
Engineering

Earth & Environmental
Science

Computer Science
Computer Science New Media
Computer Engineering
Graphics
Intelligent Systems
Scientific Computing
Software Studio

Environmental Science
Environmental Law & Policy
Environmental Studies

Natural Science
Pre-Medical Technology

Physics & Engineering
Engineering Physics
Environmental Engineering
Physics
Physics Science Education
Physical Science Education
Physics / Mathematics
Education

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics Education
Mathematics Interdisciplinary

Chemistry
9 - W

• » •

Is there a freshmen residence hall? How are roommates

•• 7
f •• and housing assigned?

All of our residence halls are intentionally integrated freshmen
through seniors. After acceptance, you will have the opportunity
to pay your matriculation fee - a deposit letting us know
you're planning on attending TU. You'll then be sent a housing
application where you choose your top three halls and answer
a questionnaire about your roommate preferences. Housing and

108

roommates are assigned in the summer.
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>:> not yet chosen a major, they will be assigned a genera
academic advisor. Advisors will be assigned prior to the first
semester and students will be able to meet their advisor dui ing
the fall semester of their freshman year.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
IN EACH DEPARTMENT
AS O F 201 I

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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What if I don't know what I want to study? Can Taylor
help me choose?
One of the benefits of a liberal arts university is the opportunity
to take courses in a wide variety of academic subjects. This

he School of Professional & Graduate Studies

is composed

areas of study resulting in a professional outcome. We believe that these areas of
study, which are targeted toward specific occupations and positions, can each be used to
accomplish great things for the kingdom of God.The idea of life-long learning and a desire
to know should reach far beyond your academic pursuits. It is exciting to know that God
has a plan for each of us and as a School, we are anxious to work with you to find more
than your occupation, but your calling.
Connie D. Lightfoot, Ed.D
Dean of the School of Professional &
Graduate Studies
,.n!ightfoot@taylor.edu

Professional Writing

Physical Education
& Human Performance

Education
Early Childhood Education

Coaching
Exercise Science / Exercise and Fitness
Exercise Science / Pre-Professional
Health & Physical Education
Sport Management

Elementary Education
Middle School Licensure
Secondary Education
Special Education - Mild Intervention
"ESOL

Social Work

180

55.1%
Male

Female
TU Students
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS
IN EACH DEPARTMENT
AS OF 201 I

>> provides students the ability to take classes in several areas
before deciding on a major.Taylor's Career Development Office
is a resource to help students identify their calling and prepare
for vocational onnnrruniries.

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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Average High School GPA of our incoming freshman class: 3.6
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The School of Business is pleased to announce the hiring of its
new dean, Dr. Lawrence Belcher. Dr. Belcher comes to Taylor from Stetson University in
DeLand, FL where he served on the business faculty and as director of the Roland and
Sarah George Investments Institute. He has been recognized with five teaching awards at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. In his new role, Dr. Belcher will examine the
business curriculum and plan improvements that will reflect a balance between theory,
practice, international perspectives and faith. He will develop a plan that will lead to the
accreditation of the School of Business.

Lawrence Belcher, Ph.D
Dean of the School of Business
lwbelcher@taylor.edu

Majors

Minors

Accounting
Finance
International Business

Business as Mission
Entrepreneurship
Human Resource Management

Management
Marketing
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What is chapel like?
Chapel is one of the most vital components of Taylor University.
It is the best representation of our strong and vibrant community
of believers. It includes corporate worship services as well as
engaging speakers from all over the globe that challenge students
on relevant issues that relate to our Christian faith. Chapel
takes place on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Students are
expected to attend and the attendance policy is based on the
honors code.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
IN EACH PROGRAM
AS OF 201 I

'.? :

What do students do on the weekends?
Students at Taylor are well known for their creativity. Since only 30% of our students reside
in the state of Indiana, weekends at Taylor are filled with activities and events since most
students stay on campus.

www.taylor.edu/admissions
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To receive application information, email Amy at ambarnett@taylor.ecT
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www.taylor.edu/academics/ocp

THROUGHOUT TAYLATHON'S 50+ YEAR HISTORY the
annual bike race has seen many changes: from "Bikeathon'to it's mrm
current name, from four riders to eight, and from a simple race
to a full-blown tradition and a key part of Heritage Weekend. |wPKBM

And this year the race yet
again changed course - literally.
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Because the Euler Science Complex is being constructed over a section of the usual route, Inter-CIa*
Council (ICC) has mapped out a brand-new riding course.The course is slightly longer but the number g
laps remains the same: 36 laps for women and 48 laps for men.
-\r*

Taylathon is a bike relay competition between the classes. What makes it so unique?The bike never stops
moving as riders switch between laps.
Excerpt taken from "Taylathon Takes a Turn" written by Alissa
Goeglein in the April 29, 2011 issue of The Echo,Taylor's student
newspaper.

THE LAST WORD

www.uylor.edu/admissions

TAYLOR
U N I V E R S I T Y

Office of Admissions
236 West Reade Avenue
Upland, Indiana 46989-1001
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